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December 15, 2015 4 minutes reading This Story originally appeared on Lewis Howes The journey of heroin could take place on the battlefield or in a cucub. We can live in the middle of a public shellfish or in a vault that doesn't sound between our ears. The demons we dueling are always the same. They are our own fear to be who we are. Nobody has ever
lived—or ever will—have a journey like us. Yet our journey is universal. It is every woman and every man. -Steven PressfieldDid you know that you are the hero of your own story? Living from behind your eyes, you are a protagonist, and you are a writer. Some might say you are a co-author with destiny or with higher power. You may have understood this at
one point in your life and the situation got in the way of your ability to see clearly that you could still captain your own vessel. You see, on every heroin or heroin ride, the heroes get rid of. Heroes nearly died. Heroes want to give up. It's an important part of the journey, in fact. If you're lucky, you'll find your way back quickly, or after a bit of time. Some people
get strayed for so long they forget what it's like to be themselves. You know the people who have ever walked in their full power but are now sag under the weight of their frustration and loss. Sometimes the pain in life can seem too much to bear, and there are those among us who are suffering harder, perhaps even feeling deeper. The pain is inevitable, but
the suffering-story we tell ourselves about pain-is optional. We're all heroes and heroin - either answering our highest selves calls or not. We will definitely get under way when we don't answer, and we will most likely find our purpose when we do. That's just part of the process. Sam Raimi says, When we read the stories of heroes, we identify with them. We
took a ride with them. We see how obstacles almost outperform them. We see how they develop as human beings or gain quality or demonstrate great quality of strength and courage and with them, we develop in some small way. We all have unique gifts that strive to live in us, and that is a call. After the call is answered, then comes the beginning. The
initiatives we went through include testing, leasing faith, actions we needed to take to get to the work we meant to do. This shows in any form of risk that we want to get or achieve. If we want love and romance, we must take to hurt and trust the relationship process. If we start a business, we must take one step at a time towards vision we often with failure
after failure comes before success. At the beginning, you need to persevere. When you persevere and you don't give up, you'll appear after growing, stretching, and growing. You will find something valuable and unique to give to the world. Become a hero of heroes the story itself means stepping back from the beginning of any time and seeing that each
journey has an ebb and flow, up and down. Don't wait for someone to save you. Save yourself. Step into your power and become a hero or heroine of your own life. Subscribed to iTunes, Stitcher Radio or TuneIn Jason is the greek legend's most famous hero with the leadership of the Argonauts in an attempt to Golden Fleece and his wife Medea (colchis).
Together with the Theban War, and hunting Calendonia pigs, Jason's story is one of three great pre-Trojan war odysseys in Greek history. Each has a main story with variations: this is Jason's effort. Jason was the son of Polymede, the possible daughter of Autlycus, and his father was Aison (Aeson), the oldest son of the Aeolidae government, Cretheus, the
founding father of Iolchus. The situation had made king Aison Iolchus, but Pelias, the stepson of Cretheus (and the real son of Poseidon), embraced the crown and tried to kill baby Jason Fear for their son after Pelias groped the throne, Jason's parents pretending their baby had died at birth. They sent him to the wise Chiron to be resurrected. Chiron may
have named jason's boy slave (Iason). King Pelias conferred with an oracle, who told him that he should be wary of a sandy man. After being planted, Jason again demanded his throne and on the way he met an old woman and took her across the Anauros or Enipeus River. She was not an ordinary death, but the goddess Hera in disguise. On the track,
Jason loses sandals, and so when he arrives at pelias court he wears one sandal (monosandalos). In some versions, Hera suggests that Jason should look for the Golden Fleece. When Jason enters the market in Iolchus, Pelias sees him, and, recognizes him as the one sandal man who has forgotten him, asks him his name. Jason declared his name and
sued the kingdom. Pelias agreed to hand it over to him, but asked Jason to first issue a curse on the Aeolidae family by grabbing the Golden Fleece and calming Phrixis' spirit. The golden fleece has its own story, but it is the fleet of ram that Aries hunts. The Golden Fleece was hung in oak in the reign of king Aetes at Colchis (or hung in the temple of Aetes),
and guarded day and night by dragons. Jason gathers a set of 50-60 entrepreneurs, known as Argonauts, and sails aboard argo—the largest ship ever built—in search of adventure. The trip to Colchis is adventurous, full of battles, nymphs and Harpies, bad winds and six armed gergasis; but eventually Jason arrived in Colchis. promised to let go of the
escape if Jason would yoke two fire breathing oksen and sow dragon teeth. Jason succeeds, aided in this endeail by the miraculous salap provided by Aetes' daughter, Medea, on the condition that married to him. On the return cruise of the Argonauts, they stopped on the island of Phaeacians, ruled by King Alcinoos and his wife Arete (featured in The
Odyssey). Their pursuer from Colchis arrived at the same time and demanded Medea's return. The Alcinoos agreed to the colchians' request, but only if Medea was not married. Arete secretly arranged a marriage between Jason and Medea, with Hera's blessing. There are various stories about what happens when Jason returns to Iolchus, but the most
famous is that Pelias is alive, and he brings the fleet to him, and sets for another sail to Corinth. On his return, he and Medea conspired to kill Pelias. tricking her daughters into killing Pelias, cutting her into pieces and boiling her, promising that she would restore Pelias not just to live, but to earnestly young-something Medea could do if she wanted to. After
killing Pelias, Medea and Jason were ejected from Iolcus and they went to Corinth, a place where Medea had a claim to the throne, as the grandson of the Helios sun god. Hera also favors Medea, as well as Jason, and offers their children immoral. [2.3.11] Through Jason he was king in Corinth, and Medea, as his children were born, took each to Hera's
shelter and hid them, doing so in faith that they would be immoral. In the end he learned that his hopes were in vain, and at the same time he was tracked down by Jason. When he appealed for forgiveness he rejected it, and sailed to Iolcus. For these reasons Medea was too departing, and handed the government over to Sisyphus.—The Pope in the
Popeanias version, Medea was involved in the kind of helpful but intimidating misunderstanding of Achilles and Metaneira's father from Eleusis, who witnessed Demeter's attempts to ignore her baby. Jason can only trust his worst wife when he sees him engaging in such dangerous activities, so he pastures. Of course, the desert version of Jason Medea told
by the Euripides was much more sinister. Jason decided to reject Medea and marry the daughter of Corinthian king Creon, Glauce. Medea received no change of this status gracefully but arranged the king's daughter's death with a poison gown, and later killed two of her borne children Jason. Jason's death is unpopular a topic of classic literature as his
adventure. Jason may have killed himself in despair after losing his children, or was killed in a fire at a palace in Corinth. Hard, Robin. Routledge Handbook Greek Myths. London: Routledge, 2003. Leeming, David. Oxford's companions to The Myth of the World. Oxford UK: University Press, 2005. Smith, William, and G.E. Marindon, eds. Classical Dictionary
of Greek and Roman Biography, Myths, and Geography. London: John Murray, 1904. Jan 22, 2007, 9:56 PM UTC UTC
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